CHAPTER 7
7.2 Sticky notes
A whole section devoted to sticky notes? You’re probably thinking one of two
things: either that I’m a little crazy, or that you have already mastered the
complexities of this particular piece of engagement technology. Whilst the first
statement may well be true, I suspect the second is most likely false. Sticky notes
are ubiquitous - they are in every meeting room and training room throughout the
world and consequently I have seen a lot of people using them. I’ve concluded
that most people simply haven’t thought about their potential or the creative
ways in which they can be employed.
Sticky notes are often referred to as Post-it® Notes, but in the interests of fairness,
and sometimes cost savings, I must emphasise that many other brands are
available. Sticky notes are wonderful things: they are simple to use, versatile,
and can engage groups by encouraging interaction. They are quite possibly
the easiest and cheapest item available to you in your engagement toolkit. This
section will turn you from a basic level sticky note user into a professional!
Let’s start with the basics:

Peeling
How do you peel off a sticky note once you have written on it? If you feel this is a
silly question or is something you’ve never considered, it is possible you’ve been
doing it incorrectly all your life. As an experiment, find a pad of sticky notes right
now, write some notes on a few of them and peel them off. Stick those notes
onto something near you so you can refer back to them in a minute. Do this now
before you read on.

Give it a go before reading on!
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The incorrect, but the most common, way to peel sticky notes is to pull from
bottom to top. In other words, you peel the note upwards in a vertical motion.
This results in the sticky part of the note curling. This curl has negative
consequences for a facilitator. Firstly, less of the glue is in contact with the
surface it is adhered to, meaning it is less able or likely to stick. Even if it
initially sticks, it will fall off more quickly than a properly peeled note. Secondly,
and more significantly, this curling effect makes the note point upwards, making
it difficult to read and impossible to photograph. Since sticky notes are mostly
used as visual references for
groups to share their thoughts
and ideas or information, it is
imperative that they are clearly
visible and legible.
Sticky notes should be peeled horizontally from left to right or right to left.
This prevents the curling and will allow the note to lie flat against any surface
it is placed on. If you peeled some sticky notes earlier you can now check
how you performed. Are they curling upwards? Try contrasting the two peeling
techniques to underline the difference. You can now impress your colleagues
with this unique knowledge.

Pens
The sticky note must always be paired with a marker pen. Never use sticky
notes without also sourcing the appropriate number of marker pens. As we
have discussed, sticky notes are primarily used to display information. If you
don’t provide marker pens (and often even if you do) audience members will
start writing with a normal ballpoint pen. A normal pen simply won’t be legible
against the colour of the note because it is too thin and doesn’t have the
required contrast. Even when people appreciate the need for a marker pen
they are likely to simply grab whatever is available in the meeting room, but
in 99% of meeting rooms there is only one type of pen - the flipchart marker
pen. More specifically, they are usually green or red flipchart marker pens! Red
and green marker pens should be avoided whenever possible. The colours
don’t contrast enough on the sticky note and they cause issues
for people with colour blindness. In addition, flipchart
markers generally have very thick nibs so
any writing on the traditional
small sticky note is
cramped and illegible.
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The answer is quite straightforward - you need to use marker pens similar
to the best known brand Sharpies. These pens have thinner, sharper nibs
that allow you to write clearly and legibly onto a sticky note. Avoid the lighter
colours and use strong, dark colours such as black, blue or purple.

Sizes
Have you ever considered the size of the
sticky notes you use? The vast majority
of notes in offices and meeting rooms
are the standard square size 76mm
x 76mm. Although you can purchase
sticky notes in a variety of wonderful
shapes, sizes and, as we will discuss
later, colours. The task you assign your
audience will dictate the size of sticky
note required. You can’t just throw any size sticky note pad to your audience no no no! Sticky notes are most commonly used to visualise information from
a group so that everyone can read it. If you use a standard sized square sticky
note, how much information can be written on it and remain clear and legible
to a group from a distance? The answer is approximately one word. If your
task involves single word answers then the standard sticky notes will work
perfectly. For example, if you ask your group to “list the characteristics of a
great leader”, most responses will be single word answers.
Now imagine you ask your group to “describe the problems you face in
dealing with customers.” You are more likely to receive longer, more detailed
responses and these will not work on a standard sticky note. Instead, you will
need a much larger sticky note so that the group can write a few words or
sentences. Sticky notes go all the way up to A5 in size. Using a note this big
can bring a nice sense of drama and even allows you to use flipchart marker
pens (but only with these super-sized sticky notes!).
Tip: Always ensure you give the following instruction before your task
and before audience members start using the sticky notes:
“Using the marker pens provided, write one idea per sticky note…”
I promise you that if you omit this (and sometimes even if you don’t),
some people will use ballpoint pens and others will write a list of bullet
point answers, all on one sticky note.

Colour
One of the most boring, uninspiring and
downright unimaginative things you can
do as a facilitator is to provide only yellow
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can do SO much better. Sticky notes
can tap into the creativity and energy of
Be cautious about colours
a group, but using a uniform industrythat are too dark to write on
standard yellow sticky note stifles
clearly (e.g. red or purple)
creative energy and makes the end result
look uninspiring and pedestrian. Using a
mixture of colours makes the end result
far more vibrant and visually interesting. It’s a small change but it can make a
huge difference.

Caution:

The different colours can play an important role in the design of your activities.
For example, you can employ a traffic light coding system, such as:
“On the green sticky notes write down what helps you perform well in your role,
on the yellow notes write things that concern or worry you, and on the pink
notes write any problems you face that prevent you from working effectively.”
(I’d avoid the use of red because it is too dark to write on).
Colours can be used to assign categories, or different groups can be given
different coloured sticky notes so you are able to see which ideas came from
which group. This is useful when debriefing and it also allows you to gauge the
productivity and engagement levels of each group.

Creative use of sticky notes
We’ve explored the most obvious uses for sticky notes but with some creative
thought there are an infinite number of ways to include them in your meeting,
training session or workshop. For example, sticky notes can be used to:
• Vote on ideas by sticking them against the preferred idea
• Traffic light suggestions (green = good, amber = not sure, red =
concerns)

Creative use of sticky notes continued...
• Create large patterns and shapes
• Stick on people for the purposes of a game or activity
(extra sticky needed)
There are a variety of different shaped notes available. I recently bought a pack
of ‘first-aid’ themed sticky notes that were shaped like plasters, bandages and
antiseptic cream. I could perhaps use these in a health and safety workshop
to stick against ideas generated by the group. I have also used sticky notes
shaped as:
• Large hands
• Outline of a person
• ‘Thumbs up’ gesture
• Pre-printed arrows saying “great idea”, “to do”, “what if”, “more of this”
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